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Arity is a mobility data and analytics company that provides data-driven  
solutions to companies invested in transportation to enable them to make 
mobility services smarter, safer, and more economical. 

Insurance companies, automobile OEMs, shared mobility companies, and 
governments turn to Arity to better understand driving behavior, manage  
risk, operate more safely, and ultimately increase their bottom line. 

The Arity platform has processed over 320 billion miles of historical  
anonymized driving data, from more than 23 million active telematics 
connections. Arity has more than 10 years experience analyzing driving  
data from cars and mobile devices. 

Why is Arity sharing insights into the impact of COVID-19 on driving behavior? 
A lot has changed for all of us in a short amount of time, both personally and 
within our industry. With our telematics capabilities and partnerships, we have 
unique insight into the impact COVID-19 is having on personal mobility, and we 
want to share the insight we have to help you assess and navigate the change. 

“  As the world continues to make sense of and respond to the COVID-19 
pandemic, for a limited time Arity will provide complimentary access to these  
and future insights. Our hope is to help you understand how recent changes  
in transportation are impacting your business. ”

 
 
              GARY HALLGREN,  

PRESIDENT, ARITY

ABOUT ARITY

http://arity.com
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ANTITRUST

From time to time, Arity provides forums and related materials to inform the 
insurance industry about developments in telematics and driving behavior 
analytics and their potential implications for the business of insurance. All 
participants need to be mindful to strictly adhere to the letter and spirit of 
federal and state antitrust laws. Under no circumstances will any forums or 
materials be used as means for competitors to reach any understanding  
(express or implied) that restricts competition or involves the exchange of 
competitively sensitive information for an inappropriate purpose. This 
prohibition includes the exchange of information concerning individual  
company rates, coverages, market practices, or any other competitive aspect  
of an individual company’s operation. Participants shall not discuss the  
business interests or plans of any individual insurer, discuss the possibility  
or desirability of acting in any way that would affect the cost, terms, or  
availability of insurance products, or otherwise engage in any anti-competitive 
conduct.  Participants are reminded that violations of state or federal antitrust 
laws may result in civil and/or criminal penalties.

USE & CONFIDENTIALITY

As a reminder, by downloading this report, you (on behalf of yourself and your 
company) acknowledge and agree that all information and materials distributed 
to you during and post in support of the webinar (the “Materials”) are the 
confidential information of Arity. You shall not use the Materials for any purpose 
except your internal evaluation, and you shall not disclose the Materials to any 
other person or entity, or use the material for any regulatory or other public filings, 
notices, or statements without the written consent of Arity.

DISCLOSURES

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Data at scale: 320B+ miles

All of the insights and data included in this presentation are based on Arity’s multi-source dataset.  
That dataset includes anonymized and aggregated driving behavior data from multiple insurance and 
non-insurance sources and is not solely reflective of any Arity affiliate companies or any other particular 
source or industry. The data is collected via both mobile app and on-board device methods. 
The visualization above shows all GPS points for a single day of trips in January. There is no map here 
though it looks like one. This shows the strong coverage of data we have to support this analysis. 
The Arity data we use represents: 
 :  More than 23 million active U.S. connections—a credible representation in every state for at least 

one-year. 
 :  Multiple third-party anonymized and aggregated sources, including consumer apps, insurance 

telematics mobile and on-board device (OBD) programs. 
 :  All segments are represented (i.e. families, single vehicles, rural, urban, etc.) 
 :  Primarily personal drivers, though we do capture a small amount of non-driving trips. This doesn’t 

materially impact driving patterns. 

http://arity.com
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Fig. 1: Daily active connections 
Smoothed, indexed (Feb 02=100)

Fig. 2: Trips per monthly active connection 
Smoothed, indexed (Feb 02=100)

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

While the number of trips taken is increasing, it’s still below  
what’s expected 

Fig. 1 depicts daily active connections from February 2, 2020 forward compared with the 
counterfactual, i.e., what we think would have happened if the pandemic had not occurred.  
In this case, connections are specific, individual sources of telematics data, such as a user’s  
smartphone or a vehicle’s OBD. 
“Daily active” means the connection sent us at least 1 trip that day. The numbers shown here 
are normalized so that the actual value on February 2 is set to 100— this keeps us focused on the  
change in the numbers as opposed to the absolute values. 
Also notice the numbers are smooth—we trend the data to remove day-to-day changes, such as  
people driving less on Sundays. The counterfactual shown for comparison in both graphs is based  
on 2019 actual data as well as forecasting approaches to capture seasonality (e.g., people generally 
drive more as the weather warms up). 
The orange line in Fig. 1 shows the percent change of the actuals compared to the counterfactual.  
The number of people driving on a given day initially dropped to around 40% below expected in  
mid-March, and after remaining relatively consistent for a couple of weeks, has since been on the  
rise, currently sitting around 20% below expected. 
In Fig. 2, we see trips per daily active connection. We would normally expect people to take more  
trips as we move into June and weather improves, which we do see here, although it’s still around  
10% below expected. 

http://arity.com
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Fig. 3: Miles driven per monthly active connection 
Smoothed, indexed (Feb 02=100)

Fig. 4: Total miles driven 
Smoothed, indexed (Feb 02=100)

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

Total mileage dropped to a low of almost 25% fewer miles in early April 
before climbing back up

We see a similar trend when we look at mileage: Miles driven per daily active connection (Fig. 3) 
represents the miles driven for the trips each person on the road took that day. While it was down almost 
25% at its lowest point, we’re now seeing it down a little over 10% relative to our counterfactual. 
You’ve likely seen a lot of other data sources and press about reduced mileage. We found that at the 
height of the shelter in place, our numbers indicated a larger drop in mileage than other available 
sources. The key difference is that we’re using anonymized and aggregated actual consumer driving 
data. These are individuals that have apps on their phone related to driving or location.  So, it’s really a 
reflection of actual normal consumer behavior.  Many of the other sources use low frequency (e.g., once 
per hour) or commercial data.  That certainly gives you an idea of the volume of trucking or fleets on the 
road but it misses the actual consumer behavior.
Total miles driven in Fig. 4 represents all the miles driven for everyone in the analyzed population. Since 
there are fewer people active and on the road at all, and those that are active are each driving fewer 
miles, total miles driven is still down more than 30%.
These changes in total miles driven can have an impact on both premiums for insurance companies 
that use mileage as part of their rating plan and losses. In our prior presentations, we’ve talked about 
the strong relationship between mileage and frequency, and many companies have reported that the 
reduction in mileage has resulted in lower frequency levels in their books in March and April. That said, 
it’s important to point out that the percentage reduction in overall mileage does not necessarily result in 
a one-to-one percentage reduction in losses for a company for a variety of reasons including: geographic 
and demographic differences, shifts toward more risky behaviors that can counter the frequency effect, 
and shifts toward behaviors that could increase severity.

http://arity.com
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Fig. 5a: Mileage change 
Daily deviance in April

Fig. 5b: Miles driven per daily active connection  
Daily deviance in April

Fig. 5a Source: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
Fig. 5b Source: The COVID Tracking Project, as of mid-April 2020

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

In mid-April, daily total miles driven was down across the country 

If we break out the geographic information about the trips we have collected, we can see the impact on 
driving by state. These graphs (Figs. 5a–b) represent a snapshot of a particular moment in time taken on 
April 10 when miles driven was near its lowest point. 
At the time, a number of states saw miles driven decrease by more than 60%, while others, like WY, only 
saw miles driven decrease by around 20%.
In Fig. 5b, we overlay the number of COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people in each state, juxtaposing 
prevalence of the disease with the impact to miles driven.

http://arity.com
https://covidtracking.com/
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Fig. 6a: Miles driven per daily active connection 
Current daily deviance

Fig. 6b: Miles driven per daily active connection  
Current daily deviance

Fig. 6a Source: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
Fig. 6b Source: The COVID Tracking Project, as of mid-June 2020

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

Variation at the state level, and correlation with the prevalence  
of the disease

By comparison to Figs. 5a & 5b, here we see a snapshot of the same data taken on June 22.  
You can clearly see that driving is on the rise and states are seeing significantly less impact  
than they were in April. 
There are still a number of states which continue to see miles driven more than 20% decrease in June, 
although most are down between 10 and 20% at this point. None are back to normal yet.

http://arity.com
https://covidtracking.com/
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Fig. 7: Total miles driven  
Daily deviance by state over time 

Fig. 8: Total miles driven by stay-at-home order  
Daily deviance by effective date of stay-at-home order 

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

The drop in miles driven pre-dated the state stay-at-home orders 

Fig. 7 shows how the impact to miles driven evolved over time at the state level. The states all reduced 
driving in a similar period around March 10-27, 2020. Currently, HI and DC continue to see the largest 
reduction in miles driven, around 40% below expected, while AL and WY are almost back to normal.
Fig.8 overlays timing of various state stay-at-home orders. Miles driven was already down around 30% 
before the first stay-at-home orders were put in place in California, showing us that people chose to 
change their behavior before they were forced to do so.
The light blue curve in Fig. 8 represents drivers in states with a stay at home order in place at that time. 
This shows that these states had less driving, so while they may not have prompted the decline in 
driving, they did further reduce it.
One of the potential implications of this is that people will make their own choices, so we can’t assume 
that states lifting stay-at-home orders will precipitate an immediate return to normal driving.

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Fig. 9: Change in total miles driven by population density  
Based on census tract of trip start location

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

There is a larger drop in miles driven in urban areas

We used population density from census data to evaluate when a trip originated in an urban area. 
In our data, we continue to see a larger decrease in miles driven in more densely populated areas than in 
less densely populated areas. Trips taken in higher density areas were much shorter than those in lower 
density areas, which makes sense as you’d need to drive further to get from A to B in more rural areas.  
In addition, we’ve also seen that lower density areas are returning to normal faster.

http://arity.com
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Fig. 10b: Impact by Georgia county

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

There are even significant differences in miles driven at a county level 

Thanks to how robust Arity’s data is, we can even see differences in how much people are driving in 
much more granular geographies. Fig. 10a breaks out the counties in California’s San Francisco Bay 
Area. While driving is down over 40% in every county, San Francisco county, which has a population 
density of over 17,000 inhabitants per square mile, is still down over 60% whereas Solano county, with  
a population density of around 160 per square mile, is only down around 40%.
Similarly, in Fig. 10b, we can see a similar trend looking at several counties in Georgia. Driving in Georgia 
has increased over the past few weeks, making it one of the ten states that is driving the most currently. 
Even so, we see large differences in behavior within this state as well. Fulton County, where Atlanta is 
located, and which has a population density of approximately 1,750 inhabitants per square mile, is down 
over 40% while Jasper county, with only 38 inhabitants per square mile, is only down around 20%. 
At the local level, we can really discern just how much variation exists in the impacts of the pandemic on 
driving behavior. 

Fig. 10a: Impact by California county  

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior datasetSources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

 Fig. 11a: Differences in miles driven by county 
Actual vs expected on June 20, 2020 for California

 Fig. 12: Estimating the annualized mileage impact

In Fig. 11a, we show the change to miles driven in California by county and see a large variation across 
the state, even for nearby counties.
For the scenarios in Fig. 12, we estimated the resulting impact on annualized mileage using the following 
assumptions:
 :  We are evaluating annualized mileage on March 1, 2021, using the prior year’s miles, and miles driven 

immediately returns to the February levels tomorrow.
 :   We are evaluating annualized mileage on March 1, 2021, and the miles driven remains at their current 

driving levels.
Comparing these scenarios, it’s clear there are a range of impacts to consider when estimating the 
potential impact of annual mileage changes on premium or loss.
In Figs. 11b-c, located on the following page, you can see the county-level change to miles driven for a 
sampling of four other states.

Est. annualized mileage impact  
(if calculated March 1, 2021)

County
Return to prior  

levels immediately
Maintain current 

driving levels

Solano -14% -38%

Sonoma -14% -41%

Contra Costa -15% -43%

Napa -15% -43%

Marin -16% -43%

Santa Cruz -16% -45%

Alameda -16% -49%

Santa Clara -17% -49%

San Mateo -18% -52%

San Francisco -18% -55%

© 2020 Arity. All rights reserved | Proprietary and confidential | arity.com 12
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

 Fig. 11b: Differences in miles driven by county 
Actual vs expected on June 20, 2020 for Ohio

 Fig. 11d: Differences in miles driven by county 
Actual vs expected on June 20, 2020 for Illinois

 Fig. 11c: Differences in miles driven by county 
Actual vs expected on June 20, 2020 for New Jersey

 Fig. 11e: Differences in miles driven by county 
Actual vs expected on June 20, 2020 for Georgia

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Fig. 13: Miles driven per daily active connection   
Week starting February 24 vs. week starting June 14  

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
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CORE DAILY DRIVING METRICS

Most people have continued to reduce travel, but some are driving the 
same or more  

While on average the amount of driving is decreasing, not everyone is average. 
We measured a given user’s number of trips and miles driven for the entire week of February 24, 2020, 
the last week before population metrics dropped, and then did the same for the week of June 14, 2020 
and calculated the difference. Here we look at the distributions of those changes in driving amounts. 
As you can see, while many people continue to drive less, some are driving similar amounts 
or even more than before. This is the value of having trip data for a given connection over time.
We believe several factors are contributing to this sub-set of the population driving an increased  
number of miles. The largest contributor appears to be from gig and delivery driving, although we also 
saw impact from essential workers working more or traveling to new locations, and a small group who 
took to the roads to migrate to different locations, such as hunkering down in a less populated area.

CHANGE IN TRIPS PER CONNECTION

CHANGE IN MILEAGE PER CONNECTION
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Fig. 14a: Average annualized mileage change countrywide
Grouped by change in mileage February to March 2020  
(Indexed Feb=100)

Fig. 14b: Average annualized mileage change for California
Grouped by change in mileage February to March 2020  
(Indexed Feb=100)

We wanted to look at some of these individual behaviors over time to understand if the more recent 
increases in mileage varies based on how the drivers initially responded. In Fig. 14 a and b, we are 
looking at the average mileage for the full months of data February through May,  and we have grouped 
individuals into 3 different categories based on their observed mileage reductions as stay-at-home 
orders began to roll out: those that significantly reduced their mileage driven (reducing by more than 50% 
when comparing the month of March miles to those in February); those that had reduced their monthly 
mileage, but not quite to that magnitude; and those that had increased their mileage driven.
In Fig. 14a, we see that countrywide, each of the groups decreased their mileage in April during the peak 
of stay-at-home orders. Even those that had an initial increase – approximately 22% of drivers – and 
those that were the most reduced during the start of the pandemic – roughly 21% of drivers – have also 
been slower to return to more normal levels now that stay-at-home orders are lifting.
Because we looked specifically at the changes in California by county previously, we wanted to again 
show how California-specific trends look here. In Fig. 14b, we can see the patterns are very similar to the 
countrywide numbers, but the values do differ slightly. 
What’s perhaps most interesting is seeing just how individualized this data is. We looked at the impact 
on miles driven by county in Figs. 10a, 11, and 12 (pg. 11-13), but even within the county we see 
individuals adopting different behaviors based on their own circumstance – going back to work and 
resuming pre-COVID commute patterns, driving more to support local business deliveries, or continuing 
to shelter in place because their office is still closed or they’ve lost their job.
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Having seen that there are individualized responses, with some drivers even increasing mileage on 
average, we wanted to explore some insurance policy characteristics that might help us understand 
more about these differences. For these analyses, we grouped together driving behavior data from 
multiple insurance companies to identify drivers with policies that met these characteristics.
First, we looked at differences in behavior based on age of the driver by examining mileage trends by 
age of operators on the policy. In Fig. 15a, we segmented the drivers into three groups based on the 
age of the oldest operator on the policy. Drivers on policies that have more mature drivers, over age 55, 
exhibited greater rates of decrease initially and have continued to be slower in returning to normal driving 
levels. By comparison, those with younger drivers, 25 and under, saw a less significant reduction in 
mileage initially and have since returned closer to their pre-COVID levels.
In Fig. 15b, we explored differences based on how many drivers are listed on a policy. We initially 
expected that it might be harder to see as much of a reduction in overall mileage for single driver 
households, whereas multi-driver households might be able to identify more opportunities to consolidate 
trips. In fact, we do see that multi-driver policies reduced their miles more initially and are still a bit lower 
in their relative miles driven as their levels continue to rise.

Fig. 15b: Impact by number of insured drivers
Number of insured drivers on policy

Single driver
Multiple drivers

Fig. 15a: Impact by age of oldest driver
Age of oldest driver on policy

25 and under
26 to 55
over 55

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Fig. 15c: Impact by policy limits
Policy limits

In addition to household differences, insurance companies can have different mixes of business in terms 
of coverage, so in Fig. 15c, we evaluated differences in trends based on the coverage limits selected. 
For this analysis, we identified drivers with policies that had minimum auto insurance coverage, or what 
we label FR for financial responsibility, compared to those with increased limits. Across both segments, 
mileage trends are similar, but those with minimum limits had a lower average reduction compared to 
those with increased limits, though both groups are at nearly the same level now.
This highlights the importance of recognizing that Americans’ reactions and changes in behavior go 
beyond just geographic differences. For example, an insurance company with a book of business 
that skews more toward younger, single operators with minimum required coverage limits might have 
experienced less dramatic shifts in mileage driven. 

FR limits

NON-FR limits

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
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Source: Consumer survey. YouGov on behalf of Arity, 2020.

Fig. 16a: Customers perceptions of the impact on their driving 

CONSUMER RESEARCH

More than half said their driving decreased 

In addition to our work on driving data and understanding the shifts in behavior, at Arity, we also  
keep a close pulse on consumer attitudes and perspectives. As part of that, we recently ran a survey  
to understand how much they’re aware of their own changes in driving behavior and how they might  
change that behavior coming out of shelter in place.
Historically, we’ve seen that consumers are not very good at accurately estimating how much they  
drive. They know if they’re in the car all the time or if they rarely drive but struggle to convert that into  
a specific number. However, during the pandemic, it appears they’re more aware. Fifty-five percent of 
those surveyed said their driving has decreased, which is consistent with the trends we saw in the peak 
of the impact from COVID-19 this spring. 

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Fig. 16b: Customers’ perceptions of the impact on their driving by region

Even when we break it down by region, survey participants in the Northeast indicated that they  
had been driving even less during COVID, which also aligns with our actual driving data.
Consumers are aware of how much this has impacted their driving behavior.
Many auto insurance programs use mileage as a rating component, and some of these rating plans 
rely on customer reported mileage. It looks like, for the most part, the direction of the individual drivers’ 
assessments will be accurate, though we do see that there are still many drivers out there who are 
unsure.

NORTHEAST

SOUTH

MIDWEST

WEST

Source: Consumer survey. YouGov on behalf of Arity, 2020.
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Source: Consumer survey. YouGov on behalf of Arity, 2020

CONSUMER RESEARCH

People think their personal cars are the safest mode of transportation  
right now 

As part of our consumer survey, we also sought to understand how consumers view returning to 
driving as shelter in place lifts. We wanted to understand how they view the safety of various modes of 
transportation, and how much they intend to use those various transportation options.
As we might have expected, consumers feel safest in their own vehicle and intend to drive it more as 
opposed to taking other modes of transportation than they had previously. This reflects yet another shift 
in behavior at an individual level. 

Fig. 17a: Which modes of transportation do consumers view as safest Fig. 17b: Which modes of transportation do consumers intend to use
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Fig. 18a: Mileage is good Fig. 18b: but driving behavior is better

Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DRIVING BEHAVIOR 

The case for driving behavior vs. just mileage

We’ve looked at the changes to overall mileage trends and how individualized those changes can be, but 
that’s only part of the driving behavior change we’re seeing. It’s important to evaluate not only mileage, 
but other driving behavior changes as well.
Figs. 18a and 18b are 2-way lift charts demonstrating the power of model predictions that incorporate 
telematics-based data compared to traditional rating, where traditional rating includes variables like 
territorial rating, age, information about the vehicle, etc.
In Fig. 18a, we compare the predicted loss ratio relativities – actual loss vs. predicted – of two models, 
one with traditional rating and one that includes verified mileage along with the traditional rating. Group 1 
represents those with lowest mileage up to 10 with the highest mileage. 
A perfect model would hug the 1.0 line, but since no model is perfect, we can evaluate how well the 
model does in comparison to that line. 
The traditional premium models aren’t bad, but by leveraging the traditional variables alone, companies 
would miss out on an important predictor of loss. 
By including differentials for mileage in the rate, we can better predict loss and bring the line much closer 
to 1.0.
So, verified mileage is good, but adding other driving behaviors adds even more value.
Fig. 18b is a similar lift chart, but now we are comparing different models – the same traditional plus 
verified mileage in blue, and our new model with other behaviors like braking, speeding etc. in green.
The ordering is different since we’re comparing different models, so now group 1 represents lower risk 
driving behaviors, e.g., driving at lower speeds, up to 10 with the highest risk. While the scale is not 
shown, the scale of these two figures is the same. Driving behaviors add more predictive value than 
verified mileage alone, so it’s important to understand the shifts not only in mileage driven, but in other 
behavior trends as well.
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior datasetSources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DRIVING BEHAVIOR

While rare overall, trips with speeding over 100mph are up over  
30% since early March 

Here we can see an increase in average speed in 2020 compared to 2019. Spikes, which typically 
correlate with weekends, aren’t as high since the pandemic, but we do see higher speeds in the troughs, 
i.e., on weekdays, which averages out to higher speeds overall.

Fig. 19a: Driving over 80mph

Fig 19b: Driving over 100mph

http://arity.com
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior datasetSources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DRIVING BEHAVIOR

Behaviors have shifted; the weekends and weekdays have blurred together

Typically, we see a large variation between weekend driving—which typically consists of longer, higher 
speed trips with less harsh acceleration—and weekdays— where we typically see shorter, lower speed 
trips with more hard acceleration.
Since the inception of changes to driving behavior due the pandemic, that difference between weekday 
and weekend driving has almost completely gone away. This is evidence that the decrease in commuting 
due to people sheltering in place has made our weekends and weekdays look more similar.
Digging into more specific driving behaviors, we see definite differences in how people are behaving 
on the road. Fig. 20a shows that aggressive acceleration is down year over year and Fig. 20b shows 
aggressive breaking is also down.

Fig. 20a: Aggressive acceleration

Fig. 20b: Aggressive braking
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior datasetSources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DRIVING BEHAVIOR

We see large variation in driving behaviors in different states

Drilling down beyond the national data on the prior page, we see a large variation in driving behaviors 
from state to state. Here we look at driving behavior for two states, Texas in Figs. 21a and 21b and New 
Jersey in Figs. 22a and 22b, as an example of how disparate the behaviors can be.

Fig. 21a: Aggressive acceleration, Texas Fig. 22a: Aggressive acceleration, New Jersey

Fig. 21b: Driving over 100mph, Texas Fig. 22b: Driving over 100mph, New Jersey
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DRIVING BEHAVIOR

The distribution of risk for drivers still on the road is similar to the broader 
population based on the Arity Drivesight® score

Fig. 23 shows a snapshot of Drivesight scores for all drivers taken, comparing the distribution of scores 
from February 24, 2020, before driving behavior changed precipitously, and currently as of June 22, 2020. 
If less risky drivers stopped driving more than riskier drivers, we would expect the distribution to shift, 
however, we do not see that here. 
These lines are almost indistinguishable from each other, indicating that we still have the same mix or 
type of drivers on the road.
Fig. 24 shows the evolution of the mean driving score for the active drivers over time. The top average 
is based on the number of drivers, while the bottom average is weighted so that drivers who drive more 
count more. Here we see a very small drop of less than 2 points.

DRIVESIGHT® SCORE  
Arity develops scores to identify and segment driving risk based on behaviors that correlate with insured 
losses. Our proprietary Drivesight score uses variables including speed, change in speed, time of day and 
day of week, and distracted driving... to name a few. Trips are evaluated over an extended period in order 
to determine a stable measure of a driver’s behavior. Arity combines telematics data with actual insurance 
claims information to generate scores that actively predict future insurance losses, considering both 
frequency and severity. Here, we’re looking at our Drivesight 2.0 score, which focuses more on how people 
drive than how much they drive.

Fig. 23: Arity Drivesight 2.0 score distribution
For active users, scale 1-100, lower score is higher risk

Fig. 24: Mean Arity Drivesight 2.0 score
For active users, scale 1-100, lower score is higher risk
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

Fig. 25: Driving risk during COVID-19
Rolling weekly average
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The driving risk per mile on roads increased during the peak pandemic 
response as behaviors changed

We’ve looked at some of the individual behaviors and how they have changed, but it’s hard to tell how 
these individual behaviors interact to affect driving behavior risk overall. In order to address that, we used 
one of our telematics scores to measure the impact on these behavior changes on risk. 
By looking at all of the trips in each day and scoring them, we start understanding the level of risk 
associated with the miles being driven and ultimately assess how the risk level changed over time. 
Specifically, we looked at each of the trips collected across all users to understand overall daily risk, then 
smoothed it into a weekly trend to better assess the trends. Some of the risky behaviors included were 
distracted driving, time of day, hard braking and acceleration, and speeding.
Fig. 25 shows that, in total, behavior risk increased to its peak in early April, came down over the course 
of May, and then had another peak in early June. 
This is important, because while the reduction in miles driven during the pandemic could lead to fewer 
crashes, this increase in risky behaviors while driving partially counteracts that impact on frequency or 
even indicate an increase in severity. Insurance companies will need to look closely at actual driving and 
accident data in order to understand the true impact on risk for their books of business. These higher 
speeds leading into a collision could obviously result in higher severity losses, both in terms of greater 
damage to vehicles, as well as increased likelihood for bodily-injury related losses. 
So, while Arity is seeing that the reduction in miles driven can lead to fewer crashes, the collisions 
that are occurring are more often happening at higher speeds which, would have a countereffect on 
impacting losses by potentially increasing severity.
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset

DETECTED CRASHES

Crash rates are lower, but occurring at higher speeds 50% more often

For this analysis, we used a representative sample from Arity’s non-insurance, mobile dataset with a goal 
of understanding changes in our detected crashes. 
Arity develops algorithms based on sensors in the phone to identify potential collisions or crashes on 
the road. Once we’ve detected a crash has occurred, we are able to surface that to drivers that use the 
mobile apps we partner with. Through our partnerships, we also receive confirmation of our detected 
crashes. 
Using this information, what we’ve observed is the confirmed crash rates per user, i.e., the number of 
confirmed crashes that Arity detected, decreased at the same time we observed the mileage decreases, 
and these have increased again in the last 2 weeks as driving has begun to rise. 
Furthermore, we looked at some of the information surrounding these confirmed crashes, including how 
fast the driver was going prior to the collision, in order to better understand if the collisions that do occur 
would be different than pre-pandemic. 
In comparing the period leading up to March 13, 2020, when the national emergency was declared, to the 
period after March 13th, the percent of confirmed collisions occurring at speeds greater than 70 MPH 
increased by 50% during the pandemic. 
These higher speeds leading into a collision could obviously result in higher severity losses, both in 
terms of greater damage to vehicles, as well as increased likelihood for bodily-injury related losses. 
So, while Arity is seeing that the reduction in miles driven can lead to fewer crashes, the collisions 
that are occurring are more often happening at higher speeds which, would have a countereffect on 
impacting losses by potentially increasing severity.

Fig. 26: Speed prior to crash
Confirmed crashes taking place at driving speeds ≥70mph are 1.5x higher since the US declared a national emergency
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Sources: Arity’s anonymized and aggregated multi-source driving behavior dataset
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GOOGLE  COMMUNITY MOBILITY REPORTS

Point of interest category changes (e.g., retail, recreation, 
groceries, etc.) to monitor economic impact

CITIES AND STATES ISSUING STAY-AT-HOME ORDERS

Latest on state specific orders from Kaiser Family Foundation 
https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-policy-watch/stay-at-home-orders-to-fight-covid19/

THE COVID TRACKING PROJECT

COVID-related testing data 
https://covidtracking.com/

COMPLIMENTARY DATA SOURCES
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